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There are dozens of theories and hundreds of books explaining what kind of a
parent you should become. However not only every parent, but also every child
and every culture is unique. Be the one to determine the rightway for yourself
with the help of a game called "Map of Motherhood".
You surely belong to a culture regarding which continent you grew up in. You certainly have specific
concerns following the period and the land on which you are parenting. And you definitely have your
own way to get through the child's tantrums according to your own personality.
Gulus G. Turkmen has been observing the modern parenting styles since she founded her portal
AlternatifAnne.com (Alternative Mothering) in 2010. Since then she wrote two books, "Beyond
Motherhood" and "The Map of Motherhood" based on her researches about the modern
motherhood movements and cultural distinctions. The Map of Motherhood argues for an
internationally viable approach to "Sustainable Good Parenting". This is her first book to be
translated into English.
Turkmen invites you to have a chat about the different habits, needs and beliefs we have about
childcare and how the different cultures we meet affect our way of parenting.
"Map of Motherhood is a comprehensive guide to parenthood. Gulus is very curious, observant,
and passionate. It is a great book for all parents, even for those who consider themselves as
experts in child development! The reason is because there is always one more avenue to discover or
re-evaluate, and Gulus delivers that mindset effortlessly with easy-to-understand, real stories
backed with expert commentary."
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Dr. Sinani is a mother of three teenagers and an Organizational Psychologist practicing in Washington, D.C.,
USA.

